Using The Nystrom Junior Geographer Atlas

Use The Nystrom Junior Geographer Atlas to answer the following questions.

1. Use the Table of Contents to answer the following questions.
   a. Where in the atlas can you find Facts About the United States?
      _____________________________________________________________
   b. On what page can you find the World Physical Map? ______________
   c. What is the title of the third section of the atlas?__________________

2. The Maps in the atlas use colors, words, and symbols to show information.
   a. Turn to pages 38–39. What is the title of this map? ________________
   b. What land use is represented by the tractor symbol?_________________
   c. Which color represents urban areas?_____________________________

3. The Graphs in the atlas compare information.
   a. Turn to page 22. Look at the graph. What is the title of this graph?
      _____________________________________________________________
   b. Which place on the graph has the highest elevation?_______________
   c. Which place on the graph is below sea level?______________________
4. Photos in the atlas show natural and cultural features. Turn to pages 18–19.
   a. Which water features are only partly surrounded by land?____________
   b. What are canals?____________________________________________________

5. The atlas includes a Glossary of key words. Turn to pages 76–77.
   a. Which word relates to the countryside: rural or suburb?______________
   b. What is another word for legend?______________________________

6. Find the State Facts on pages 78–81
   a. What is the largest city in Arkansas?______________________________
   b. Indianapolis is the capital of which state?__________________________
   c. What is the population of New Jersey?____________________________
   d. Which state was the first to be admitted to the Union?______________


8. On the inside back cover is a list of abbreviations.
   a. What does the abbreviation Pk. stand for?________________________
   b. What is the abbreviation for Fahrenheit or February?______